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accounts
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Poland
39 MM populatione-commerce internet platform in 

Poland
Started in 1999 
now 2K+ employees, 5 locations

read more: 
https://allegro.tech/

https://allegro.tech/


Situation:

other

?



Complication:
● Employees don't know where to look for information. We are wasting time searching for 

information. (efficiency)

● Discrepancies in sources of knowledge. Employees reach outdated information.

● Employees dissatisfaction and frustration are growing (commitment)

● The information is reproduced, which generates the costs of creating, reading and filtering.

● New employees are informed about responsibility, processes, systems and procedures in an 
unstructured manner. (onboarding costs)

● It is difficult to automate processes without structured knowledge in an organization



?
How to clean up this mess?



Resolution: Make a chatbot!

1

WORKSHOP

Prepare a workshop where you can 
find answers to what employee 

questions are most often looking 
for answers

2

CHOOSE TECHNOLOGY

Select the best NLP engine for 
you and app.

3

MVP

Choose the 20 most popular 
questions from companies and 

show how it works.

4

PILOT PROGRAM

Not everything at once! 
Implement the first phase.





Chatbot scenarios
Retrieving employees' information like contact phone, room 

number, presence in the office, role, team membership or 

supervisor question

What is a phone number to John Smith?

Information about ownership of IT systems and services Who is responsible for JIRA in our company?

Retrieving links to HR forms for i.e. sick leave, childcare, holiday, 

delegations, remote work

I want to take a vacation

Questions related to IT Support and its knowledge base How to reset domain password? Can I buy my old laptop?

Triggering enterprise search service from chatbot level Search for work regulations or company’s news

Checking own meetings in company’s calendar What meetings do I have tomorrow?

Integration with company's resource system such as phones, 

computers, projectors etc.

What equipment do I have assigned? What is the pin for my card?

Self-adding simple intentions via web interface and without any 

coding

e.g. Telephone to the company's reception



High-level architecture



Lessons Learned
1. Always start with workshop and create clear business case for chatbot. you must have a 

long-term vision, but start with relatively narrow scope,
2. Watch out for the language! Some languages (e.g. Polish) may require more effort (e.g. 

declination). Be also prepared for troubles with surnames,
3. Human language is ambiguous, so projects using NLU are to some extent endless. 

Acceptance tests must be based on a statistical accuracy metric - define it at the very 
beginning stage of project,

4. Providing reliable fallback, when user asks for something completely without sense or just 
beyond the scope, can be problematic. It can sound silly, but returning “hey, sorry I don’t 
know the answer” is quite a challenge,

5. Don’t oversell (both externally & internally) - NLP/ML is not a magic, just a math.


